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introduation

a
If a child living in the 19,th century were to pick up a typical school

textbook, it is not unlikely that she or he would come across a passage

such as the following:

"Cod is the creative process; He first made the black man, realized

Hehad done badly, and then created successively lighter races,

improying as He wentalong. To.the white man He javea box of books

and papers, to the black a box of tools so that hé Could work for

the white and red Man, which he continued to,do."

While children living today would never come across such OvOrt and blatant

forms of racism and sexism in their textbooks the problem of textbook bias

still exists. Although the form of textbook,bias may be more, subtle and

insidious, the effect remains discriminatory and 'equallycinvidions,..

The most recent evidence available indicates that prejudice against

minorities and women is still widespread in America. hdattlitnilaludice,

a 1975 study of the Anti-Defamation League of Bnai Brith, found that

religious, racial, and class prejudice is "rampant" among adolescents today,

and that schools are doing little to combat it.

Mounting evidence indicates that not only have schools failed to combat

thee prejudices, but they have often served to stivisiss. them. Text-

books, the major institutionalized vellicle for the transmission of information

about minorities and women, must bear a large portion of the responsibility

for the perpetuatioa of,such prejudices.

am presently working on a study "Biases Against Minorities and

Females4n Textbooks" at the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights. The study

is a literature review which examines the nature, extent, and impact
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of textbook biases. We anticipate that the report will be published in

1979, Ad will include both policy and research recommendations.

Let me describe for cakt what sorts of biases we have been finding,

that the nature of the biases. I will then go on to discuss 'some of the

issues surrounding the development of culturally and racially fait testrdctional

materials. Finally, I will briefly describe the research that has looked

at the least of biased vs. unbiased textbooks on various dimensions of

their readers' attitudes and behavior.

\

I. \Nature of Bias

His o f.awareness of textbook biaseUgAkaupActriti,
\..

\Civil Rights groups have been'concerned about textbook biases.against

mino4ties for more than four decades. The. first formal statement of the

problem came in a 1939 pamphlet Of the National Organizaiion for the

Advancement of. Colored People(NAACP) entitled ARSI:Elmimmanda in

School Textbooks. Ten .years later, in 1949 the American Council

Education published the first comprehensive study of textbooks and found

them "distressingly inadequate, inappropriate and even damaging to intergroup.

relations".

Textbooks generally ignored the position of minority Americans in

contemiwrary life in both textual and visual material. Moreover, when

the hitory of minorities was discussed it was often from a distorted and

disparaging perspective., /For example, Black Americans were almost never

mentioned in contemporary America but rather only in the context of ilavery

and Reconstruction. Depictions of Black Americans as slaves served to

perpetuate a stereotype of a childlike, inferior people. Slaves were
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depicted as 'well treated, happy and contented" and then as "uneducated,

Izewilderedlreedmen". There was never any discussion of the enermous

injustice done to millions of human beings at the hands.of white men, or

of blacks' struggles to set themselves free.

The study also examined the treatment,of Asian, Hispanic, Jewish and

Native Americans. Asian American minorities (e.g., Chinese Americans,

Japanese Americans) were frequently presented so as to implrracial

inferiority, with suchOffeusive generalizations as "T14.e Chinese coolies . .

worked for starvation wages and lived under conditions that Americans

would not endure." In contrast,:no positive material about the cult\ure

or contributions of Asian Americans Was included.

Hispanic Americans were almost totally neglected in the textbooks.

liot one book could be 'found which contained more than one paragraph about'

any of the Spanish-speaking groups living in America at that time. The few

referenetis that were made served to create or reinforce unfavorable -

stereotypes, for example, references were often made to Mexican iMmigrants

as "we6acks."

The characteristics, history and problems of Jews were also inadequately

presented. Material aboUt Jews gave the impresaion that little bad happened

to Jews since A.D. 79, and that Jews living today ore "a remnant of a past

civilization." Furthermore, the crucifixion story was presented so

sketchily that anti-Jewish feelings of students could be reinforced.,

A 1960 Anti-Defamation League study noted that anti-semitic desecrations

in the United States had reached alarming proportions. The investigators of

these acts found that the youth ivvolved "had littU knowledge of the human

meaning of the Mari symbols and slogans they had employed" (p.24). The
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study concluded that "youth in America.appear to be ignorant of the nature
1

and consequences of HitlerisM." "In view of the staggering\price humanity

'?paid for underestimating this danger in thd 1930's, the aims, methods and

consequences of Nazism would seem to be one of history's most important

lessons - one not to be neglected in American social studies." (p.24)

Unfortunately; the 1960 study found that the story of the Nazi

holocaust was flagrantly neglected in social studies textbnoks.

The 1960 study found that textbooks had not improved very much in their

treatment of this topic, despite the recommendatiOns of the two earlier

studies. Only three out of,15 social problems texts even mentioned.the

Nazi atrocities at all. One social problems book "manages to devote five

pages to Hitler without mentioning"thle:trocities
he caused to be committed".

Another book made the following brief mention of the atrocities while comparing

due process with dictatorial techniques: "For example, Hitler's dictaorship

in Germany disposed of' millions of Jews without providing legal procedures":

This statement leaves the reader with the impression that the Jews may have

indeed been guilty of wrongdoing had there been "legal procedures".

Some\of the textbook accounts which were,specifically criticized as%

extremelY offensive in the 1960 report were still found in 1969. For example,

one account implied that Nazi persecution of Jews was in response to Jewish

actions rather than as a result of irrational beliefs and policies. In

addition, this account juxtaposes a brief and sterile reference to the

holocaust with a reference to the Germans as a "once more proud people".

Altogether,'twenty-one books were found to slight, minimize or gloss over

important aspetts of the topic, while thirteen books omitted it entirely.

With respect to the treatment of Native Americans, the study found that

two major attitudes prevailed. The first was that of "cruel, bloodthirsty



,Indians whose rights were unquestionably superseded by the interests of

white pioneers" and the Second was that of "the noble redskin, a high-minded

son of natu- . With almost no exceptions, "no convincing picture of

Indians as a group, or of the cultural characteristics of Indian life, past

or present, was presented".

Large-scale public exposure was given to the problem for the. kirst time

io a 1965 atlycjatinPost article entitled "The All white World of
1

Children's Books". The article pointed out that while more than half of the

children in ma,4 of the major American cities were black and otlter minorities,

the books these children were using to learn to read were overwhelmingly

white.

Following the publication of Larrick's article, there was a heightened

awareness on the part of many regarding the need for more "multi-ethnic" ,

books. This was evident in the large amount of publicity and advertising

attending the publication of each new multi-ethnic or integrated book,.

There was an increase in the number of basal readers with a sprinkling of

black faces, some photographic essays hljhlighting black children appeared,

aod a few black people could be found in fiction picture books. With

resiect to the historical treatment of blacks, after 150 years of being

presented as "sub-human, incapable of achieving culture, happy in, servitude,

a passive outsider in the developmetit and struggles of the American people",

Black American's contributions to American history began to be recognized

in the 1960's.

In her 1971 study of "Blatk Representation in Children's Books", Joan

Baronberg noted that, unfortunately, all this discussion and publicity



.611.

n
occasioned a strange leap of faith among the publi;;, prefessional as well

,

as general, so that today we are all rather complacent in our asstmence'

that.the world of children's books is'at last racially balanced4

Several factors can be clted to eupport this pessimism. Fit4t, we

'have only to note the extremely Slow progress which has 'eharacterized any .

of the changes in textbook treatment,of minorities that:have. been iound.

Practically every step of "progress".has been met with opposition.andi

controversy. For example not long after the events in Detrdit, towe

servative elements in California attacked a newly 3tate adOpted text 4c,

being "too favorable to minority grupe. Max Rafferty* State Superintenden,

of Public Instruction..agreed with' the critics stating that the text 'ftneeds'

a major salvage effort". More recently in West Virginia tonservati6 grotops

protested the use of multicultural texts, claiming that thi* "(Wake*,

encourage skepticism, or foster disbelief in;the institutions ofetomtita
;

and in Western civilization'.

Since the early sixties, there has been a great deal of Southe

opposition to the use,of °integrated" and more recently "multicultural"

texts. In order to avoid the loss of the lucrative Southern market, a

number of publishers went so far as to.publish two editions of the same

textan all-white edition and an integrated edition. Such behavior on

the part of publishers is clear evidence that it is 21212110 sales that

determines textbook treatment of minorities and not \a basic commitment to

balanced and fair representation of all Americans. 1

In addition to such political and economic considerations, recognition

must also be given to the complexities inherent in textbook evaluation and



seleetion itself. We, e4anot assume that there is a simple, obVious test

cot.' Otecting.the pmenel of textbook bias. In fact, there are complex

ideologicalo conceptual and methodological iseees which need to be grappled

with before we can make a valid assessment of the extent of teXtbook bias.

Nor Can we assume sthat once we have a Valid assessment of the extent of

textbook bias that the solution to the problem is simple or obvious.

Before getting into these issuas in greater detail - I want to point to

the three major.categories of bias that have been found - invieibility or

Omission, Stereotyping or Distortion, and Inferiority or.Denigration. Eaqh-of

these forms pt bias manifests itself differently at'different:levels and in:

different subject ar,eas. There is also a big distinction between nonfiction

social studies atd fiction,'such as in reading, math, and science textbooksa in

how to go about removing aad counteracting textbook biases.

II. Issues )

In order to evaluate textbooks for bias it is necessary, to have some

sort of yardstick or set of standards Against which compar+ons can be made;

and conclusions may be drawn. While the more blatant forms of racism and

sexism are generally agreed uPOn and relatively easy to identify, the more

subtle forms present some problems. For example, while everyone would agree

that racial slurs of the type described in the'first chapter are clear

manifestations of bias, not everyone agrees on the "best" way to portray

minorities in our multicultural/pluralistic society. While some people feel

the Etailatia, of all people should be stressed in textbooks, others feel the

lialast characteristics of different cultures should be emphasized. Those on

both sides of this issue feel that to not portray minorities according to their

standards constitutes a clear manifestation of bias.
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Analagoul problems emerge when attempting to decide the "best" way

textbooks to portray females in our society. For eixample, should the

similarity between men and women be stressed by portraying them whenever

possible in similar occupations, roles, and with'similar personality traits

and characteristics? Or should textbook portrayals reflect the present-day

differences which do exist between males' and females' occupations, roles, and

personalities?

Questions like the ones posed here should be considered before attempting

to evaluate bias against minorities and females in textbooks. The major

issues need to be delineated, and the assumptions your partiCrlar

project need to be spelled out. There are at least two major ideological

issues to be considered. The first has to do with the duality between the

"assimila ionise and the "cultural pl.uralist" ideologies. The second has

to do wit the romanticization of reality and the avoidance of controversial

issues.

1. Assimilation vs. Cultural Pluralism: A Resolution and Proposed Guidelines

In his:recent presidential address to the Society for The Psychological

sasty_of Social Issues (SPSSI), Dr. Harry Triandis addressed the question of

"The Future of Pluralism". In his address, he defined assimilation as "a

policy of making each cultural group adopt the culture of the mainstream".

This has also been ;eferred to as the 'melting pot" ideology. In contrast,

isultuai.1_21..adia: can be defined as "a policy of coordinating the goals of

each cultural group, but allowing eachiroup to maintain its culture".

James Banks, a prolific black educator concerned with the education of

minorities, has described the'divergent perspectives on the education of

minority children which emanate from these two ideological positions.

o



"Pluralists . . . believe that the curriculum should be drastically

revised so that it will reflect the cognitive styles, cultures, and

aspirations of ethnic groups, especially, the 'visible' minorities.
,

The pluralist argues that learning materials should be culture-specifi

and that the major.goal of the,curriculum should be to help the child

to function more successfully Within his or her ethnic culture. The

curriculum should stress events from the points of view of specific

ethnic groups and pramote ethnic a tochments and allegiances."

In contrast, the assimilationist "feJls that the pluralist greatly

exagg4rates.the extent of cultural differences within. American Society rand7

that lie best way to promote the goals of American society end to

commitMents to the ideals .of American democracy is to promote the
\

socialiOtion.ojf all individuals and groups into the common ci :c

develop

full

culture.:.

The primary goal of the school, Idie other publIcly suppurted institutions,
\

should be to socialize individu+ into the common 'culture and enable them

to function more successfully within it. At best, the school should take

a position ,of 'benign neutrality in matters related to the ethnic attachments

of its students."

James Banks feels that whild both of these ideologies have some validity,

it is more useful to combine them into one ideology "which reflects both of

these positions and yet avoids their extremes." Banks advocates the

"pluralist-assimilationist" ideology, which is found near the center of the

ontinuum which has the cultural pluralist and the assimilationist ideologies

at the extreme endS,.

1 1



Uith regard to the curriculum, the "plur,list-assimileonist believes

that the curriculum should reflect the cultures of various'ethnic groups and

the commori culture. . . The school curriculum should respect the ethnic

attachments of' studenta and make,use of them in positive ways. However, the

students should be given options regarding their political choices:and the

actions which they take regarding their ethnic attachments. The major goal

/
of the curriculum should be to help the individual to function effectively

withln the common culture, his or her'ethnic Culture*.and other ethnic

cultures."

For purposes of guiding educational policy and curricular reform, the

pluralist-assiailationist position makee a great deal of senSe. It places

, value on individual ethnic identities while it reuegniies the fact.that all

group's ara ultimately participat:Ln in one shared culture. The position

assumes that all groups -- majorill as well as minority -- benefit from

exposure to the diversity of ethn4 cultures in our society. Thue, it is

just as important for white children to learn about black culture and history

as it is for black children to learn about white.culture and history, e

Social psychologist Harry Triandis made a similar point when he recently

proposed the concept of "additive multicultnralism". "In sh9rt, the majority

culture can be enriched by considving the viewpoints of the several minori4y

cultures that exist in iinerica, rather than trying to feece these minorities
\

to adopt a monocultural, impoverished, provincial viewpoint, which may in the

long run reduce creativity and the chances of effective adjustment.in a fast

changing world." 6 The way to reduce conflict is not for one side to

lose what the other gains, but fur both sides tamin." . . . "Desirable

pluralism permits evellyone to have additive multicultural experiences.

10 e.
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ideallv, plui aism\involves enj yment of our Ability to awitch from one

cultural system te. another. . The multicul,turat person get kicks out

' of lite that Are simply not aveileble to the monol1ngu41/monoculturel person.

There is a thrtil associated with the comvotence to master dtfEereut

.en;ritonments; to be successful in difftrent settings." (Underlining addeC

The generai criticiams of books which come out of an assimitationist

ideology way be broke* down into more specific practices to be avoided. At
\\°

least seven such practiitis have 44ten identified La Macmillan's Guideline° foc

cmttNk,zpjayjLlvcA2,:Lest.est_a_._,ialtuta in.educatiorutkutateritA attd are

described below.

1.. paternalism. This is,seen when minority perscne are talked down

treated with condescension or eFe stereatypt° as "dependent", "needing Lvors")

and "childla,". la coutrast, white persons are depiCted ea irevrently self-

sufficient or wort:is' when recognizing freedoms they had no riiht to curtail

in.tne first place. n example is the glorification of white heroes and
1

their "magnantmoes" acts, for the, "less fortunate", or the:use .of expressions

of astonishment when detcribing achievements that are taken for granted In a

white person,

2. ..Atteg/impf inferiority .ut ,Npnwhire.Cultures. .This is sten when sny

eulture, ideals, goals and moraU; o0emethan those ofthe 'white maddl&-class

see equsted with lack of advantage and inferiority. An example is found in

a set of teacher inotructiens; "These tests are designed to measure the

abilitles-of the culturally disadvantaged child. They werelield-tested.wia

500 Keck and Spanish-speaking ctildren .,."

3, Omiseion..a.MinoritL.Culture, This As see the portrayal of only the .

colpowPialized vorgion a "tipical." fteritmo 1 it4 Ahould contain



divereity of symbOis that, all ehildren in America can relate to every

vhild eboold be ,e'bie to eecagnize eomething of his or her own life, with the

meesege that lifestyles and customs that are different from one's own

are equelly valie. The following should be avoidtet Christwas a secular

holeday, Lt ne the diversity ef Neeeteer's elebrations, urban,. street

scenes wiee 10. languaee but Englieh vieible, no mention of sports, holidaes

find other special events.. unieue to miuority groups.

4. Neil:v.111p on Root Cultures. This is seen tot textbooks tich iacluda

materiale about the original countriee from whi4h some American minoritess

'clee.bet little,or no material about these persons in relatioo to this country'

development and current life. For example, a textbook's enly references to

mieoritiee might be in an'African folk tale a Mexican short story, and. the

S\tory of Confucius, with no mention of Black* Mexican and Asian Americans in

ckntemporaey lite.

611.1_,milaskad Tokenism. This Is seen when there is reinforcement for

th#0 idea teat races other than white can be "tolerated" in small nuMbers and

th t their preeence is "acceptable" so long as they are assimilated and

eubmerged into the masses., For example, cne black face in a sea of white

faces, or one Asian family in an all white neighborhood can be considered

cases of "tokereiem".

6 LlmitecUlpirations and Attainmeut. this is seen when stereotypical limited

aspirations are actributed to minority children and when minority adults are

exclusivev.iihoun in Meniel or steeeotypic job, such as Black male bellhops,

ehoeshine "boys",(busdrivers, etc., Bleck female maids, Chinese American

laundryworkers, etc. Success and failure should be distributed In balanced

proportion among ell gropes.



7. "Safe" ..ers and wr tars. This is seee when there is an exclusive

concentration on historically "acceptable" minority feader$ and writers while

mows contempoary or controversial individuals are omitted.

c?'

Romanttailm...eoet Reali,tv and Avoidance of Con,.rov.ersi.L1 Issues

In addition to reflecting an assimilationist ideology, publisters'

earliest response to the problem of textbook bias reflected their beliefs

about what clnstitutes an "ideal" society. An "ideal" world Was seen as one

in which children of all racial and ethnic groups are able to live and play

together in eomplete harmony, unaware of and unencumbered by racial conilict.

The rationale for such an approach-was that an idealized or romanticized

vhrsioe of reality may eerve as a model for children to emelate,, and cin

help te veauce the saliency .of race in an otherwise,racisrleociety.

his "Nsia'Astic" positiop is faulty for several reasons. First, it has

notad Met the mere representation of different skin colors in a book

contain itee ze important stimulus to young children. If this stimulus is

then not dealt with explicitly, it only confuses dhildren rather than

enlightening them. Barnberg put it this way:
, 'That a book can present f

black people and by the fact of not saying they are black thus make their

blackness unimportant, unnoticed, or,even invisible is an impossibility and

worse still, a denial of the very things we are trying to teach." A great

deal of work on the early recognition of racial differences by pteschool

children providee support for this notion that it is impossible to make color

differeeces "iniisible" to children even putting aside the question of the

desirability of doing so.

Textbooks have an obligation to present a fair, balanced and accurate

picture of mtnoreties Joni race relations so they can contribute to the easing

of race relations and theoliminatiolco.f prejudice. Research shows that by



the time children enter school, they are already aware of racial differences

land are manifest.Ing prejudicial at 'tudes. For example, one study showed

that in aracially heterogeneous group of five to seven-year old children,

272 expressed open,rejection of Jaws and 68% openly rejected Blacks. As

James. Banks pointed otW, "since the public echoo. is committed to the

democratic ethos in principle, it has a major responeibility to foster

racial atItmdes which will contribute to the'elimination of discrimination

in American society." Textbooks can and should play a major role in the

fostering of positive attitudes about minorities and women.

The idea that schools have a s.94221011.1.1ti, to deal with controversial

issues is relatively re,:ent. Traditionally, schools have chosen to not deal'

yith controversial issues, and teachers, by and large have ignored controversial

issues, even when stuients expressed interest in discussing them.

In light of this discussion, the.second guiding principle'is that

textbooks shoulck not avoid, dist= , idealize, or romanticize about controversi

issues related to minorities. Rather; their portrayals should be honest,

balanced, and realistic. Four specific objec.tionable practices which have

been identified are described below.

I. Romanticism. This is seen in textbooks which tend to glorify unjust

situations on the one hand, and to ignore or gloss over harsh realities o the

other. Examples of romanticism might include the idealization of slaveryland

poverty, and the failure to describe brutalityjwhere it oceurred. A s ific

i,

example might be a story about a black .child laking a trouble-free trAjus ent

. \
to an all-white school;. or a story about a mAlgrant family thee lives toglether

j

in perfect loving harmony, without any mentlion of the intolerable conditions

under which they live.

14 1



I 2. Avoidance of itlaaakuuly. This occurs when there is a denial of the

harsh and oppressive conditions under which minority persoqs have lived, and

a sidestepping of the issue of white participation in creating those conditions.

For examel?, when slavery and migrant and factory labor exploitation are

presented as benign, justiiied by economic imperatives and oversimplified

explanations; or when the harsh treatment of American Indians is lustified

. by stressing the "need" tor more land and pioneers' courage in defending

themselves against "wild savages". Avoidance is seen in the reluctance to

identify bigots and bigotry, and the extreme measures by which some white

Americans made life miserable for minority people.

An example from an actual text is the following: "It was cold in the

North. It was too cold to grow cotton. So people in the North did not own

slaves. They did not need them." Another example is when the Cherokee

"Trail of Tears",is described in terms of the white settlers' "need" for

lard and the reiervation Iand provided for the Indians.

3. DeniaLcrit_aci.l_assa_tal_actagilUmik41.91. This id seen when, by over-
.;

1

simplification or omission of certain facts, the impression is given that

1

prejUdice based on color or sex is an acceptable way of,behaving. An example

was seen in a picture book in which a "No Blacks

a store entrance. Since the book did not offer

children would be left with the impression that

i.e., this is an accepted part of life.

sign suddenly appeared over

any explanation for the sign,

nb explanation is necessary,

t;

Tacit acceptance of preiudice is also manifested when stories are .

developed from the point of view of White characters And thelr families only,

with no comparable portrayals of similar diutensions in the lives of minority

characters. An example was, s9en in a story about a Puerto Rican girl who



is ridiculed for her difficulty in speakIng English. The other children

in the class were never chastised for their teasing behavior., Another

\example was seen ia a story about a black boy who was portraIl as terrified

when eL.ering an all-white school. The story never justified.his fear by

explaining his earlier experience:with racial discrimination.

4. "They could make it if the tried" attitude. This attitude maintains

that success is guaranteed if one. is properly motivated, strives.for'an

education, and perseveres. It ignores the institutional and individual

injustices minorities and women have and continue to face. Characters in

such books are usually "paragons of virtue who overcome their problems by

cdorbrming to a few simple rules'i. For 'example, characters in such stories

are found to.be successful when they: prove themselves to whites by being
.

better, working4harder, and cooperating; ignore i.sults and wear the mantle of

interminable fOregiveness; repress anger and restrain any.siga of emotion;

and/or are,clean-and neat.

Minority persons should be depicted as possesdIng virtues that allow for

self-realization--but not for.placating, appeasing, over-compensation .or

.epologizing. For example.; a dtory about a'Mexicart girl who gains acceptance'

in'a school by being unfailingly cheerful, friendly and helpful, or about a

black.Man who achieves recognition'equal to that àf his white peers because..
he breaks all the sales records in the'company.

Em haaizin the Full Potential of Minoritieg.and Women

textbnoks should avoid iomanticizing or idealizing about the

historical oppression og minorities and, women in factual material (e.g.,

social studies textbooks), fictioraLoillentte.sicsEill (e.g., reading

textbooks, hYpothetical examples in mathematics textbdoks) should emphasize
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What can
$

be rather than what is. For example, the'fact that women. and

minorities do not 7et hold'a proportionate share ot high status positions in

our society can be discussed, but it should not prevent them from being

poltrayed in such positions.

There are several reasons why presentations of minorities and women should

not be limited to their actual levels of achievement and occupational

attainment. First, employment statistics are constantly changing, so that

by the time the books are published they w.14l probably be outdalted anyway.

Second; and more important,'if we asoy_smaLseas 'the Status quo we may be

interpreted as condoning it, i.e., this is the .4ay things are equals this is

A

ehe way things are supposed to be. We thereby ser to perpetuate the inferior

status of minorities and Women by setting up self-fuifilling prophecies of

li4ted aspirations and attainment. !!

///. ImpLxt"

.A large body of research demonstrates the negatiVe Atizact, of racial

irejudice on the development of minority children. For example, studies

conducted up until this decade consistently found that young black children

tended to devalue blacks, to idealize whifes, ahd to experience considerable

conflict over their own racial group membership. /11 fact, studies showed,

that black children wer so affected by the ,discriminatory social climate that

they sometimes fantasied that they were white. Very recent evidence suggmats

that, due to.the increasi g.empheis on Black heritage and culture, black

children are becoming more accepting of their racial identity. However,

black children are still not as accepting of their racial identity as are

white children.



Suprisingly little research has,examined the impact'of textbooks on non-
1

academic attitudes and related behaviors. The limited amount of research

which don exist can be divided into three somewhat overlapping categories:

that which has focused on attitude and value change resulting from reading

(including the ways in which the reader s predispositions, attitudes and

values mediate such change); that which has looked at the effects of reading on

personality development, both normal and problematit; and that which has

examined the impact of non-academic aspects of reading content on achievement.

I will briefly review a few representative studies in each of these areas,

pointing to the strengths and weaknesses of the'researäh:

Part 1. The impact of reading on attitudes.and.values

While a great deal of writing has- n.generated on the effeets'of

children's literature on.their attitudes and values, relatively-little empirical

research has actually beim conducted in \this area.

An early study by Jackson (1944) investigateethe effects of'reading upon,

attitudes.toward black peoile in a group of southern white ghildren. Jackson

assumed that "much of, the hostility toward the Negro is a result of the failure ,

of ghe southern white to perceive that the Negro is essentially a creature

like himself" (p..47). Therefore, Jackson attempted to'influence children's ,

attitudes by having them read fittion which "sympathetically" presented black

i4Ople with wham they could (presumably) identify.

Not surprisingly, Jackson was unable to find any books in use in 1944

which treated black people sympathetically and could potentially influence

nt en's attitudes. Therefore, a sh rt story was constructed to meet the

needs of the study.
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The experimental design involved a pre-test, reading of the materials,

Apost-test, and another post-test two weeks later. A control group took all

the tests but.did 7t read the nonracist materials. Subjects were junior ,

high school students.

Jackson found a %mall but significant shift from a less \to a more

favorable attitUde" toward black people. Unfortunately, hmever, the shift

was not lasting. The gain resulting from the brief exposure to nonracist

materials %Jai lost after only two weeks. Thls lent support to the viewpoint
-

expressed earlier by Kelley and Krey: "modification of SuCh 'attitudes east be

accomplished only by repeated or reinforced treatment extending at least

through/the school years and often beyond'that time" (1934, p. 93).

ifore recently,.Fisher (1965) tested the hypothesis that' ieading material

abeut American Indians would he14 overcome prejudice in fifth-grade.children*

The results-indicated that the greatest attitude Change ha4,occurred'in the

group wiliCh both read and discusSed the stories. 'The group which read the

stories but did not discuss them also showed significant' attitude change

over the control group.

Several studies show'd the very, positive impact multi-ethnic readers

can have'on white children's 'racial attitudes. titcher and 'iliihnson (1966)
I

examined the validity of two alternative theoretically based hypotheses

about the effects of preSenting'materials which portray Blacks in a

positive way (thus contradicting Orevailing prOudices and stereotypes). \

The first hypothesis; based on a social perception paradigm, predicts that

materials portraying blacks peeitively would be-either distorted in various

ways to support prevailing stereotypes and prejudices; or ignored and quickly
1*

forgotten. The second hypothesis is based on a "counter-conditioning" model.

It predicts that the repeated pairing of the stimulus "Black person" (which



was presumed to elicit a negat ve response) with stimuli charaeteristic of
1

"middle Class (which is presumed to elicit a positive response) will result

in,a positive response to the stimulus "Black person" provided the stimulus

"Black person" does not elicit a. more powerful response than that elicited

by the stimuli characteristic of "middle class".

To examine the validity of these two hypotheses, the study used "multi-

ethnic" readers which portrayed Black people as having.middleclass

characteristics (e.g., works hard, dresses neatly, etc.) in integrated

situations. Using a pre-test-post-test design, the racial aTtudes of 34

white children who used a multi-ethnic reader for four months titere compared

with those of _4 white children who used the regular "all-white" redder.

It should be noted that the readers were the only "multi-ethnic" materials

,

in the c4Wooms, and that the teachers did not discuss the racial differences

of the characters with the children. Pour distinct measures of racial,. attitudes

were used': a variation of the Clark,Doll Test,(Gregor & McPherson, 1966);

the Horowitz and Horowitz (1938) s*owkMe" and CategorieS Tests, and a Direct

Comparison Test (Black & Dennis, 1943).

, The results of the study were dramatic. On every:one of the four tests,

,

(which were found to be measuring relatively independent dimensions of racial

attitudes), the children who had used the "Multi-ethnic" readers developed

markedly, more favorable attitudes toward Black people. /n comparison to the

control group, t' Ise children decreased their preference for their own racial

group over the other, reamed the amount of social distance placed between

the white and Black racial groups, were less likely to exclude a child on the

basis of race, and were less likely to attribute negative traits to Blacks

20



ane positive traits to whites. In addition, "examination of the individual

? C
4 r

ts revealed that the experimental group basically becpame equalitaaan in

response" (p. 151).

The Litcher and Johnson study clearly demonstrated that white children

who were exposed to multi-ethnic readers exhibited'iore positive racial

,ittitudes than those who were not, thus providing tentative support for the

counter-conditioning hypothesii.

Many other studies also showed positive results. For example, a study

by Johnson (1967) examined the impact on Blaek children of pariicipation ia

a "Freedom School" where Black history was taught. The hypothesis was that

"through a positive presentation q Black history and culture, the distorted

and disparaging view that many Negres hold about themselves will,be

ameliorated".

The results of-Johnson s study demonstrated that the FrLedom School

'which emphasized "multi-ethnic" materials that portrayed Black,people

positively did have a positive.effect on the student's self and radial,

attitudes. The boys in partiicular, became much more convinced that Blacks

and Whiee's are equal. The effect of the school on the girls was less clear,

however. The girls in the sample had more favorable self and racial attitudes

than the boys at the beginning of their participation, and the boys were

much more affected by participation than the girls. Although evidence is

,laciiinf0 one contributing factor to this lesser impact on girls may be that

the'Black history courses emphasized male accomplishments and male history,

just as most whiter history courses have been shown to do (Trecker, 1972).

Gezi and Ahnsnu (1970).attempted to enhance racial attitudes in white

elementary scheol children through the study of Blackiteritage in 'social stmdiaa,

21.
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The study compared-theeffec s of a semester,course on Africa, which

factual knowledge was stressed, with a course designed to involve the students

in "meaningful firsthand and vicarious experiences with Africans and their

-culture". Thus, the children were provided with personal relationships with

Africaa people and with Americans who had been to Africa, corresponded with.

children in Africa, and read African tales and poetry.

Gezi et al.'s study suggested that greater attitude change iesults from

a personal experiential approach than from a factual didactic apimach to

Black Studies. Indeed, they found that-ho significant attitude change reeulted

from the latter approach. Ii is unfortunate that they were unable to include
.

a second control grou,, however, which had no exposure to a Black pidies

course at all. Comparison with such a control group may have sown that the

factual appxoach, while not the ideal, does result in significant impralvement'

--ov`er.,no Black Studies at,a11.
01

. -Roth (1969) investiga4d the effects of Black Studies on ZiaCk stisdents'

pride and self concept. The results were intriguing. The stedents,in!t4T2

experimental eondition eihibited positive gains in their attitudee toe#ard

both Black and White people. This indicated to the investigator that ilack

Studies results in positive racial pride without the,feared 'hate whitey'

phenomenon.

Research by/Georgeoff (1968) examined the impact of Black Studies on the'

self-concepts of both wh4te.and,non-white children. The results. of this

research sugg4ted that both white and non-white children experienced an,

.\

improvement in their self-:concepts 'after studying Black h4ritlige and culture.
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After reviewing all the literature on the effects of reading conteht on

behavior, zimet 0.975, p. 21) concluded that "in each instance where change
%

occurred, attitudes changed in a positive direction with positive character

presentations and in a negative direction with negative character presentations"

and that 'in all the studies, the greatest change occurred when the story was

combined with a follow-up discussion."

Schneyer (1969, p. 51) pointed o.lt that discussions may be useful because

they help students clarify '',..,anceptions and share relevant experiences and

feelings. Obviously, the natvre of the discussion, and the extent to which

the teacher is perceived as being free.of prejudice is crucial.

Only two studies checked to see if the changes in attitudes were retained

after a lapse of time. In both these studies, the gains.in positive feelings
3

had been lost after a relatively short period of time. The implication is that _.

A

for changes in attitudes brought about by reading materials to be longlesting,

they should be reinforced over time7.; Oa the other hand,_the extent to which
-Sr

school materials can counteract contradictory influences outside of school,

.as well as contradictory peer influences within the school remains unclear

at this time. One reviewer of this topic, Zimet (1975, p. 21) concluded that

"while it would appear that much of the sustaining an4 loag-term influence of

reading )14 dependent upon its reinforcement in the homd and community, by one's

-family and friends, the potential for changing a point of view has been

demonstrated by the immediate effect books do have on children's beliefs":

In other words, nonsexist/nonractst textbooks alone may mot be sufficient for

bringing about egalitarian attitudes and behavijrs, but they certainly would

be a step in the right direction.
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Reeder's Prc,14.9.positions as Mediatiaa$4.11tors in Attitnde Chan e

4,11,0

A number of studies have shown the eertain reaier traits can either

enhance or minimize the effects of reading on attitude change. For example,

people with compulsive, rigid personalities may be unable to ehift'from

previously developed prejudicial attiv\Ides chneeer, 19690 p. 57). ,IRcKillop"'e

(1969) demonstrated that children (like adults) tend to interpret what they

read to be consistent with their own attitudes and biases. The obje4tivity

of their reading was inversely proportional to the intensity of their feelings_

A

about the issues involved.

A second mediating factor is the .k..tent of the reader's previou knowledge

abouvan issue. An early study by 'Cherringtoe (1934) suggested that, at Ilast

in college students, the less the reader knows about the complexities of and

objectioiss 'to issues raised, the greater thc change in attitudeq.wili 4e.

More recently, several researchers have offered the generalization that children

,are more likele'e to be,influenced by the media the less complete, their knowledge

is from other sources '(timmel, 1970). Thud, ..."in value areas where the

parents have strong, explicitly stated views, and where the parents serve as

models for their children's actions, the media will have little effect." On
0

the other hand, "the values and attitttdes which should be most vulnerable to

media influence should be thoSe concerning which the significaut people irk
.

tha child's life have net taken a stand". Furthermore, "children im homes

where the parents do eat interact frequently'with their children should lie

more susceptible to media influence than children4 whose

parents is more intense" (Hoffman and goffman, 196 , p.

relationship with

342 (Vol. 1)).

Two final studies can helm put into perspective this discussipn of the

imeact of reading materials on children. SMith (1940 conducted a studv to

assess the self-reported effects of reading on children. , Teachers of fourth-

through elighth-grade children es their pupils if they remembered,any book,
4



story, poem, or article which changed their thinking or attitudes in any

way and if so, to write about it. No pressure was put on anyone to write.

Those ehildrci 141.;o did not have anything to write were free to engage in'

othec. activities.

The largest number of responaes,'61%, discussed,changes in attitudes

which had taken place AS a.result of reading.

Girl Crade 6

Boy Grade 8

Girl Grade (;

More

4

The book 11.11.124JAEA4LIee.... has answered,maay questions
for me. I have always wondered how the Chinese 'boys and
girls were different frourus. To ma they seamed queer and -

I couldn't believe they have the same ambitions that we lump.
The real mama vas that 1 have never been with, Chinese
children or read about them. (p. 272)

"I learned that tadiar.i have honor and are not all savages
end I have a respect for them that I. didettlwros Wools.

7

'Although I dida't.like to admit it, I thought the vilite
people were better than the Negroes. But I Changea my lain*
after reading .41:...111,-Charlie. This was a story of ,a Nigro
'boy who cams to anew communit)k. There were no Negroes in
that town and so Charlie had to make friends Vith the other '

boys which was, not easy'since most of those boys felt just as ,

I had. Charlte proved himself a good citizen and a good friend.'

"I think now that I would-play with Charlie if he came to my
town. The colox of the skin makes no'difference. (p. 273)

recently, Shirley (1969) conducted a similar 'Judy on a wimple of .

-7

high school studvats. She eakeA 420 studedte to report any :Nunes ia conceptav,

attitudes and behaviors that they had expetienced as a result of reading. A

questionnaire was usad es the major instrument. It was supplemented by a

limited number of interviews and case eti.dies'.

A taxonomy was developed to, classify'all the responses into areas

influenced by resdtng. Seven areas emerged from thielenelygis. La erder of

frequency, these were w'self-image", "phrlosophy of Ufa", "cultural groups",

"secial profqemv" "sivottivity to people", "political scietwo", and

"miscelienvous". Just about every one of tfase areas of influence suggests

00 I
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thdt we cAn w:rtoct ehanges related to gender and racal issues to come about

from reading.

DifferentIntl_g_reactiono

Some rea%;d as "participat(*rs". The "partial participator" was only

"telimativety involved", as illustrated tn the following reaction to Bleck

Lika Ma by J. Griffin

"Felt more sympathetic toward people of tLe Negro race,

whereas before 1 had had a dislike for thhir violent

demoncr.itionø 1 still don't condone these demonstrations

but I understand the cause..."

In general Shirley's study confirmed that reading does 1Af1uence concepts,

attitudes and behavior. Only 16 of tha 420 students (less than 42) reported
.

no personal inflUence from reading. Of th- 1184,different influences riperted,

402 involved c'-Ingeti in attitudes, 45% new concepts, and 15% behavioral

Shirley's study had a number of .interesting findings. 7irst, she found

no difference ;,etween the influence of ficti n and nonfiction. Half of the

total influencee reported were' from fiction (49.96%) and half were from

Anothe iAtriguin finding was that students were more ieluenced by

reteltni that was voluntary than by essignei reading. Assuming these r4Iults

to be accurate, they hum very profound implications for the central concerns

of this paper. That is, what are the relative benefits and costs of regeiring

all student* to read nonsexietinonrecist materials, or to take mandatory

coerses in Women's Studio-, or Slack Studio*? How can vs uncourege students

2s
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to read materials which value diversity and support egalitarian ideologias

without,pressuring them to the point than they reject the very values we hope

they Will adopt? Key areas in which attitede change was'reiiiested,uere in

etudents' self-image, philosophy of life, mterpersonel sensitivity, and in

their attitudes towards diftereat cultural groups and social problems. Every

one of these "key areas" is inextricably linked to sex-role and minority issues.

Part 2. The Impact of Reading on Personality Development

.A considerable amount of attention in the educations' literature has been

devoted to examining the impact of,reading on childrens' personality development.

That books can be useful in Promoting positive character traits is seen in the

recent development of "bibliotherapy" as an acceptable psychotherapeutic

technique for helping children deal with emotional conflicts and problems.

Bibliotherapy has beea defined as "a process of strong interaction between

the reader and literature which may be utilized effectively in,helping children

to solve preases and to develop effectively" (Ressell 4 Shrodes (see Witty,

1964 for ref.)).

Part 3. The impact of nonacademic aspects of reading content on children's
preferences and achievement

, Nonacademie aspects of: .reading content, iaclueling sex-typing and minority

representation, have been shown to influence a wide range of factors related

to children's achievement in school. Children's reading preferendes, recall

of what they read, understanding of material reedy reading skills, problem-

solving skills, and arithmetic achievement have all been related to nonacademic

aspects of reading content.

Effects of Racial Representation on Children's Achievement

A limited amount of research has been addressed to the question of how

racial representation in textbooks af ects children's preferences for these
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materials. White (1972) examined the relationship between racial,illustrations

1

accompanying,stories in basal readers and children's preferences fOr these.

stories. ,The sample consisted of 144 second grade children from two integrated'

urban schools.. The materials came fromtwo editions of the same. asaJ. reader-

series. 'One edition-had twelve storAes with white characters in Ithe illustratie0
1

c
and the other had the identical stories with black characters i1n'the illUstratiOn

,

The storied were paired arbitrarily so that each pair' consisted jidf one story with

black charactersand one story with white characters. -Each child-was read three

story pairs by a white iiidult and three storr.pairs by a black adult. Aftei eachi
,

pair of storAes was read, the child selected the story which he or she liked

better.

The results indicated that both black and white children 'preferred stories

with illustrations of characters of their own race. Thera wee no sex differ=

ih preferences'and there was no effect due to the race of theiadult reader.

Unfortunately, there were no analysed performed to determinewhether the sex

of the Characters in the illustrations had an effect on preferences, or whether

there was a sex of tharacter by race of character interaction in determining

preferences. Such an interaction may have revealed, for example, that black

girls prefer stoties with illustrations of black girls over/stories with

illustrationa of black boys, but that they prefer stories qith black charaCters

of either sex over stories with white characters of'either'sex. On thwother

hand, research might indicate that sex of character is a More important determi
,

of black girls' preferences than race of character. This!would be a most

illuminating study, particularly since it has clear impl4ations about young

black girls' relativo identification with their racial and gender group's.

Developmental psychologist Jerome Kagan (1953) proposed that the extent

to which children can identify with the content of reading materials is a

3 0



primary factor in the acquisition of reading skills. He felt that if a

particular child's needs are specified and then dramatized in a book, we can be
.1

ccatain that the child' will jr interested in the book and motivated to read. ,

Unfortunately, this hypothesis'has never been tested explicitly,.

%

A study by Gertrude Whipple (1963), hoWever, was based on Kagan's

assumptions. Whipple investigated the, effects of a multi-ethnic reading

_series on first-grade children's reading preferences and reading achievemeS.

Whipple hypothesized that by representing the various types of people seen in

.,

multircultural neighborhoods, children can identify themselves more readily

with storybeok characters, resulting in greater interest in reading the stories

and consequontly, improved reading skills.

Whipple found that the multi-ethnic Series fhr exceeded the all-white

series in interest appeal. Greater'interest value was found in every one of
f,

4

.the schools, regardless of whether they were located in high; low,' or middle

socio-economic areas, or whether they were all-black, all-dwhite, or mixed-
,

racial. More than three-quarters of the children dhose a multiethnic Wok,
7'

and only '24% chose a standard all-white book. This difference was

statistically significant ai the p(.01 level. In addition, observations of

the children as they read their favorite book confirmed this conclusion.'

"Children reading:a book of the Standard Series showed no overt reactions;

but many of those teading'a book of the City Schools, Series smiled or chuckled

and gave unmistakable evidence of enjoying the'story." (p. 20)

The results suggested ihat themulti-ethnic series was particularly

,popular mlth boys. Eighty percent of the boys those a multi-ethnic book

as oppesed to 73% of the girls. This sex difference was partially utplained

by the fact that the Standard all-white seried included "the customary
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preprimer characters, two girls and one boy, whereas the City Schools Series

A.ncluded one girl.and three boys" (p. 20).

Whipple analyzed the children's preferences by race,.as well as by race

and sex simultaneiously. The results indicated that even though the multi-

ethnic series was extremely popular with white students (75% of srudents in,_

all-white and mixed-racial groups chose multi-ethnic books), it was even,

more,popular with,black students (79% of students in all-black Schools chose

multi-ethnic books). However,,it should be noted that children's preference

Lor he multi-ethnic series was not attributed to the racial comlosition of
.

gle.dtarastRELpss.22.. Rather, the children's preferences were attributed

to snch factors as the "realistic stories, featuring exciting adveaures

such as they themselves might have" (p. 30).

One study demonstrated that both blaCk and white' childretkprSfer s,tories

with characters of their own race. A second,showed that a wide &,Versity of-

inner-city children 'from all ethnic groups (inpluding white Middle-class)

preferred a multi-ethnic reading'sv.ies over an ill-white series. A thir&

study showed that Black child:en prefer stories about children who are similar

to themselves. Although there are several leaps of infeTence from dealing

with children's storybook'preferences to their subsequent'reading achievemnt,

a logi.cal hypothesis is that the mord children like the steries'tikey are initial).

.1exposed to when learning to read, the more they are apt to like reading in

general. Thus, preferences for multi-ethnic textbooks may be translated into

achievement gains in reading to the extent that attitudes about reading affect)

subsequent reading habits and achievement. It could even be speculated that a

more positive initial attractien for reading which results from greater

minority group representation in reading materials could carry over into a.
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generally more positive attitdde towards school. In turn, this attraction

for school.could result in achievement gains in a number of areas other than

One stildy which did,compare the readalg aChievement oechildren using

a muiti-ethnic series of readers vs. an all-white series found some support

for this speculation. 'Significantly better reading achievement scores were

*ained with the multi-ethnic books as ComPlied with the, all-white books.

second study found that black ghetto elementary school children significantIy

improved IR their social studies achievement nhen they took .a course in black

Studies,

.1
;'`

Examplei include sampling problems, confounding of teacher and bodk

iniluences, unreliable and invalid assessment instruments, lack of adequate

controls, design problems, dated findings and need for replication, and

follow-up for duration of effects.

:e?

Besides the methodological shortcomings which plagued much of this research,

major conceptual problems are also a concern. First,'the research has not

adequately dealt with the problems of conceptualizing and operationally defining

what is meant by a nonsexist/nonracist textbook or intervention. The effects

of anything fr.= "color me 'brown" readers to an entire Black Studies curricului

have been investigated with no quantitative or qualitative distinctions being

made betwesin these approaches. Similarly, nonsexist curricula have been

evaluated which involved anything from readers where characters wereaengaged

in nonstereotypic occupations to more intensive consciousness-Taising activities.
.

Second, as was the case with itudies'of biases in textbooks, the research on

'impact has dealt either with the effects of nonracist materials on racial

doattitudes, or with the effects of nongexist materials on sex role attitudes.
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soli lit4

No studiei have looked at the impact of materials which are both nonracist
10

,4and nonsexist on both racial and sex role attitudes.
;`-

In light of these rather significant lititations, there is a clear need

for a great deal of additional research tn this area.
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